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Mitigation strategies for
participant non-attendance in
VR remote collaborative
experiments
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COVID-19 led to the temporary closure of many HCI research facilities

disrupting many ongoing user studies. While some studies could easily move

online, this has proven problematic for virtual reality (VR) studies. The main

challenge of remote VR study is the recruitment of participants who have

access to specialized hardware such as head-mounted displays. This challenge

is exacerbated in collaborative VR studies, where multiple participants need to

be available and remotely connect to the study simultaneously. We identify the

latter as the worst-case scenario regarding resource wastage and frustration.

Across two collaborative user studies, we identified the personal connection

between the experimenter and the participant as a critical factor in reducing

non-attendance. We compare three recruitment strategies that we have

iteratively developed based on our recent experiences. We introduce a metric

to quantify the cost for each recruitment strategy, and we show that our

final strategy achieves the best metric score. Our work is valuable for HCI

researchers recruiting participants for collaborative VR remote studies, but it

can be easily extended to every remote experiment scenario.

KEYWORDS

collaborative experiment, non-attendance, virtual reality (VR), cost function,

recruitment procedures

1. Introduction

Traditionally the virtual reality (VR) research community relies on in-lab

experiments because of ease in controlling the environment and the specialized hardware

required. However, the COVID-19 pandemic has forced many VR researchers to adapt

their research experiments from in-lab to remote. This change comes with opportunities

and challenges. For example, in-lab studies usually promote local recruitment of students

inside universities (Fröhler et al., 2022) while remote user studies offer the possibility to

recruit a wider and more diversified population.

On the other hand, such a remote context imposes additional complexities. For

example, researchers need to leverage consumer equipment and online delivery of

experimental materials (Steed et al., 2021). In any case, it is necessary to re-evaluate

experiment procedures, with multiple approaches in recruiting participants, running
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sessions, and collecting results (Steed et al., 2020). Researchers

developed several toolkits that have features that could be used to

develop remote VR experiments: experiment design frameworks

(Watson et al., 2019; Bebko and Troje, 2020; Brookes et al.,

2020), immersive questionnaires (Feick et al., 2020; Bovo et al.,

2022). In addition, researchers have explored methodologies to

run unsupervised VR studies remotely (Mottelson et al., 2021;

Radiah et al., 2021a). While previous efforts focused on remote

VR user studies with individual participants, fewer frameworks

or protocols for collaborative VR studies have been formalized

to date.

Two exceptions are Radiah et al. (2021b) and Saffo et al.

(2021) which explore the use of social VR platforms to recruit

and run experiments by accessing large pools of available users

without requesting them to install additional software developed

by researchers. However, VR social platforms (ie., as VRChat

Inc., 2014; AltspaceVR, 2015; Rec Room Inc., 2016), have

considerable limitations such as the impossibility of serializing

data and heavy constraints on the experimental design. While

Radiah et al. (2021b) and Saffo et al. (2021) report a workaround

by recording information in videos and post-processing after

the experiment with OCR, these solutions are limited to the

framerate of the video and also limit the size of the data

that can be saved. As long as social VR platforms will not

support experiments, accessing their user community for easy

recruitment of participants may not often be useful. Our study

explores recruitment procedures for collaborative experiments

that cannot leverage VR social platforms.

Non-attendance, also known as no-shows, is a real problem

in-lab studies, and, in remote studies, researchers should

expect even higher no-show rates (Scott and Johnson, 2020).

We propose a recruitment procedure that mitigates common

issues in remote collaborative experiments, such as non-

attendance. While unsupervised individual studies can be

carried out asynchronously, studies that involve collaborative

scenarios demand several participants and, very frequently, a

moderator. In particular, synchronous collaborative studies need

participants, experimenters, and confederates to be available

simultaneously and connected via the network. In-person

laboratory collaborative studies rely on the fact that participants’

presence is a mandatory requirement, the experiment setup

is managed by the experimenter, and additional conditions

are explained to the participant before the experiment starts.

In general, running VR remote collaborative studies has a

higher risk of failure due to the low degree of control that

the experimenter has over the VR devices, the physical space,

and the differences in connectivity. An in-person experiment

enables the researcher to set up both hardware/software and

laboratory with almost the same environmental conditions that

are not altered (same hardware involved, same room, same

network, etc.).

A remote experiment requires the researcher to carry out

this setup for each participant so to make sure that the variance

of the conditions is within an acceptable range. For example,

network conditions can be different, the places where the

experiment is taken may vary, and it is harder to keep control of

interruptions. These differences can be managed in advance but

require greater effort from the experimenter, and it needs to be

considered in the experiment protocol. We propose to keep this

phase part of the recruitment protocol to evaluate in advance if

the participant’s conditions are within the acceptable variance.

In addition, the experimenter needs to spend a considerable

amount of time negotiating via email time slots and the

availability of participant groups. During such phase, we noticed

that the worst-case scenario happens when the participants

give their availability and confirm their attendance for the

collaborative session but then do not show up. Such behavior

leads to a waste of experimenter time and remuneration due

to any attending participant(s). Our experience with studies

demonstrates that when recruiting participants external to

the community of researchers, the risk of non-attendance

is higher. Thus, we create a protocol that helps us identify

participants who will not attend before investing time in

mediating availability for the collaborative session. This way,

we avoid wasting the experimenter’s and the other participant’s

time. Usually, in single-user experiments, participant screening

is realized in one phase, where both requirements and

availability are considered. We introduced a better approach

for remote collaborative experiments aimed at identifying

non-attendance participants as early as possible during the

recruitment process.

First, we propose to abstract the experiment’s stages as a

sequence of activities for the experimenter and the participants,

such as experiment screening, recruitment, and experiment

running. This process of abstraction allows us to propose to

the research community a model for calculating the cost of

an experiment. Second, we designed a generic cost function

to calculate the cost for each stage, achieving the total with a

simple sum. Finally, with such analysis, we are able to study a

better approach for that sequence of activities, and we defined

different protocols.

We propose to divide the screening into two phases: a self-

assessed one (i.e., an online questionnaire) and a mediated

one (i.e., teleconference with the experimenter) as a phase

preceding the collaborative experiment. Such a procedure

allows us to significantly reduce the number of non-attendance

participants by moving them from the collaborative phase to

the screening phase, reducing their impact on the cost of the

experiment. Moreover, this mediated phase has other benefits

besides reducing the non-attendance rate in the collaborative

phase. First, preliminary troubleshooting can be carried out

face-to-face rather than email-mediated. Second, during this

teleconference session, the experimenter can verify details from

the initial screening and evaluate the environment where the

user will perform the experiment, the internet connection speed,

the language proficiency level, etc.
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We show results that support the benefits of this mediated

phase between the experiment mediator and each participant.

We run two VR remote collaborative studies recruiting

participants internally to the research community and externally

to the broader community of VR users. We engaged with 94

possible participants across three different iterations of our

recruitment process. We classified each individual engaged

with our recruitment procedures as follows: a dropout, a non-

attendance, and concluded. We developed a cost function that

allows us to understand the cost of each participant that

concluded the experiment while considering the resources that

were also spent for those that dropped out or did not attend

the experiment. We demonstrate how our proposed recruitment

procedure reduces costs per external participant when recruiting

for a collaborative VR experiment.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

We advertised each of the two remote VR collaborative

user studies both to the research community (i.e., within

our universities and through mailing lists related to the

academic research community) and externally by advertising

the experiment on multiple online platforms (see Section 2.3).

We interacted with 94 possible participants overall, and at the

end of the recruitment process, only 42 participants (21 pairs)

took part in the experiment, corresponding to 45%. The rest

either dropped out or booked the experiment but did not attend.

We noticed a considerable difference across the communities:

of 35 potential participants from the research community, 28

took part in the experiment (80%). In contrast, out of 59

possible participants outside the research community, only 14

took part in the experiment (24%). Eleven pairs of participants

took part in the first experiment and ten pairs in the second

one; none of the participants performed both experiments.

For the first experiment MAge = 33, SDAge = 8.3 and the

88% of the participants were male, and 12% female. For the

second experiment MAge = 30.5, SDAge = 5.9 and 70% of the

participants were male and the 30% female.

2.2. Cost estimation

We determine a metric that assigns a score to each

protocol to evaluate the average cost per participant in the

experiment. This cost function primarily depends on the time

spent by participants and experimenters in each phase and the

remuneration for participants. In addition, the metric depends

on the number of participants, the number of phases in the

protocol, the probability of dropout before the actual study,

and the probability of non-attendance at the actual study. We

calculate the probabilities as frequentist statistics do, considering

the fraction where the numerator is the number of highlighted

events and the denominator is the total number of events.

The final score represents the average cost per participant for

that specific protocol. This effort considers all the resources

spent in allocating time slots never used, payment carried out

without completing the experiment, and the time spent by the

researchers to communicate with potential participants. These

situations can happen for two main reasons: the absence of one

or more participants or even the experimenter or some technical

difficulties at the time of the experiment. Each protocol consists

of several phases (Figure 1) that form a temporal sequence,

where each phase to start needs to wait until the end of the

previous one. These phases have a cost that can be temporal

or monetary. We convert all temporal costs to monetary costs

using the London Living Wage (Klara Skrivankova, 2022). Our

cost function (Equation 1) considers the number of different

phases, for each phase quantifies the costs per participant and

also highlights the cost differences between the two identified

categories of participants: external group and internal group.

The variables are described in Table 1. The cost function scores

the cost per participant and is given by the following formula:

Cost =

n∑

i=1

(PD,i ∗ CD,i + PNA,i ∗ CNA,i + PC,i ∗ CC,i)/NC (1)

Conversiontime,money = M/60 (2)

CD = Conversiontime,money ∗ Trun (3)

CNA = Conversiontime,money ∗ Trun + VD (4)

CC = Conversiontime,money ∗ Trun + VF (5)

2.3. Advertising experiment

All recruiting protocols started with an advertising phase.

To recruit internally to the university, we circulated an

informative text within the local academic context introducing

the experiment’s broad aim, the time investment, and the

remuneration. We invited participants to contact the

experimenter if interested. We used internal mailing lists

across departments and universities, highlighting the professors

and researchers involved to meet the ethics requirements.

We also advertised the studies externally because internal

recruitment often is limited to researchers/students who have

access to a headset for research reasons or those that belong

to the same group. Our target population constraints were not

related to academic or student status. We opened and advertised
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FIGURE 1

This figure shows the di�erent phases of the three recruiting protocols. Each protocol occupies a row and contains phases that the participants

can pass or not. Yellow elements (labels, arrows) refer to the close research community population (internal). Light-blue elements refer to

participants hired with open platforms (external). Both protocols were used to recruit from both external/internal sources.

our studies to any English adult speaker with access to an Oculus

VR HMD.

The advertisement text was posted on multiple platforms

dedicated to experiments with online recruitment, such as

Immersive Experiences Working Group (2022), Kruusimagi

et al. (2022), and Prolific (2022). As these platforms are not

necessarily popular among VR users, we also advertised our

experiment on channels dedicated to open exchanges between

VR users, such as the Facebook oculus channel (Meta, 2004) and

Reddit (Advance Publications, 2005).

2.3.1. Advertising experiment task

The first study consisted of two participants carrying out a

collaborative visual search task across two datasets consisting

of a 3D terrain map and a puzzle. Participants were asked to

collaboratively identify specific features of the dataset (i.e., tallest

mountain peak, the largest settlement, matching puzzle block).

The second study also consisted in two participants

carrying out a collaborative visual analysis task across a

series of visualizations (i.e., scatter plots and bar charts) of a

movie dataset and a car dataset. Participants were asked to

collaboratively extract insight from the dataset visualizations.

The experiment description during the recruitment phases was

of a similar length and did not describe the experiment in

depth but rather described the task as a collaborative visual

analysis task.

2.3.2. Advertising experiment length

For both experiments, the advertised length was 90 min in

total, and both effective experiment lengths were very similar;

the first experiment MDuration = 83 m, SDDuration = 7 m,

while the second experiment MDuration = 85 m, SDDuration

= 10 m. The duration was measured with the collected data

timestamps and the post-interview recordings. In the cost

function, we estimate the duration to be 1 h and 30 m for both

experiments, as highlighted in Figure 1.

2.4. Recruiting protocol 1

The first phase of protocol 1 consisted of a direct

email exchange. Participants get in contact after reading the

advertisement. Then the experimenter emails them asking to

specify three dates where they are available out of a set of

candidate dates. Once participants replied, they were matched

to other participants with equivalent availability and a calendar

event was sent to both to confirm the collaborative experiment.

To speed up emailing procedure, we use a template text

that requires manual updates of experiment dates. Often this

exchange was repeated multiple times as available dates expired

without matching candidates.

The calendar event contained all information to prepare

for the collaborative experiment, such as the download and

installation instructions for the Android Package (APK) and the

informed consent form to send back before the experiment. If
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TABLE 1 Equation variables.

Notation Definition

Cost cost per participant

n is the number of phases of the protocol P

PD,i , PD is the probability of dropping out at a phase before the

collaborative session

PNA,i , PNA is the probability of non-attendance for the collaborative

session phase

PC,i , PC is the probability of completing the experiment successfully

CD,i , CD is the cost per dropout phase (Equation 3) that takes into

account the time spent by the experimenter when a

participant is reported missing [time to money conversion

provided by Equation (2)]

CNA,i , CNA is the cost per non-attendance phase (Equation 4) that takes

into account the time spent by the experimenter and the

participant that attends when the other participant does not

show up [upon monetary conversion with Equation (2)], and

the Amazon voucher (5£ only for protocol 3) from the

previous phase

CC,i , CC is the cost of completion (Equation 5) that takes into account

the final Amazon voucher (20£ for protocol 1 and 2, 15£ for

protocol 3) and the time spent by the experimenter [upon

monetary conversion with Equation (2)]

NC is the total number of participants that took part in the

collaborative experiment

M is the cost per hour for a Ph.D. student in London, all the

times are calculated in min, and costs are calculated in

British currency (GBP)

Trun is the time required to run such a phase

VD is the voucher of the previous dropout phase if present

VF the final voucher

Conversiontime,money is calculated from Equation (2)

both participants accepted the calendar event at least 2 days

before, then the experiment would go ahead. If either of the

two participants did not confirm, the event was canceled, and

a notification was sent with a rescheduling option. Until this

point, the experimenter’s time invested in such a procedure was,

on average, 15 min per participant. Such time multiplied by the

M gives us the value of CD,1, which is the cost related to a

participant dropping out at this stage of this protocol 1 and is

equivalent to £2.7.

The second phase consisted of the collaborative experiment.

On the day of the experiment, if both participants attended, the

experiment occurred; if only one participant showed up, he was

offered the agreed payment and an option to reschedule. In case

both the participants were missing, an email was sent to both of

them for rescheduling. Moreover, researchers would explain the

difficulty in organizing collaborative experiments and thank him

in case of an agreed reschedule. If both participants attended,

they were given detailed instructions and asked to perform

a quick test of the VR environment to ensure both could

connect, and APK was installed correctly. Upon completing the

experiment, a £20 voucher was given to both participants.

CNA,1 represent the cost related to a participant not

attending the collaborative phase. We calculated this as the

cost of the email negotiating mediation plus the time the

experimenter allocated for the experiment, which added up to 90

min and was equivalent to 19.3£. CC,1 represent the cost related

to a participant attending and completing the experiment and is

equal to CNA,1 plus the voucher value (£20) used to compensate

a participant completing the experiment and is equal to £39.3.

2.5. Recruiting protocol 2

The second protocol was created to reduce the overhead

related to the email exchange. The second protocol differs

from the first only in relation to phase 1. To reduce the

overhead related to an email exchange, we developed an online

intake form using Microsoft Forms Office 360. The intake form

consisted of questions related to experiment requirements such

as internet speed connectivity, access to a VR headset, and

English language proficiency.

Moreover, also availability slots were chosen in the online

intake form rather than via email, therefore, reducing the

number of emails exchanged from phase 1. Once the form was

submitted, an automated email was received by researchers.

If the participant’s availability matched any other participant’s

availability, a calendar invitation with instructions was sent to

both. The available days were manually updated in the online

form to get new participants to match already chosen slots of

previously submitted intake forms. The second phase was the

same as protocol 1.

The first phase reduced the amount of time that the

experimenter spent from 15 to 10 min, therefore, reducing the

cost of this phase to CD,2 =1.8£ as CNA,2 and CC,2 and are based

on the cost of the first phase too their cost variation was minimal

compared to protocol 1 (CNA,2 = £18.4, CC,2 = £38.42).

2.6. Recruiting protocol 3

Despite the improvements in terms of email exchange

overheads, the second protocol still had the major issue related

to non-attendance. We designed protocol 3 to mitigate such

problems starting from an insight obtained from previous

experiences: we observed that all participants who attended

without their collaborator opted for rescheduling rather than

collecting the payment, and they always attended the second

collaborative experiment. Therefore, we model an intermediate

phase (i.e., phase 2 or “intake call”), with the hypothesis that if
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TABLE 2 The number of participants across the protocols and experiments.

Internal External

Exp. Protocol Total Cost Dropout Non-attend Attend Cost Dropout Non-attend Attend Cost

1 p1 31 £851 4 1 9 £385 7 15 4 £467

1/2 p2 28 £711 1 1 10 £405 4 10 3 £367

2 p3 25 £358 1 1 6 £203 11 2 3 £156

they attend this phase, they will attend the collaborative session.

Such intake calls had a much lower risk/cost associated with

it. This phase was taken between the experimenter and one

participant at a time and lasted only 15min. This design prevents

wasting time required for the experiment and losing money to

pay the participant who attended.

For this procedure, phase 1 consisted in booking the intake

call. We further optimize the booking and calendar event

process by using an online tool called Calendly (Calendly,

2022), which allows participants to self-book for predefined

slots and automatically generate calendar events sent to both

participants and the experimenter. The participant received

instructions to install an APK and test the internet connection

as part of the calendar event. With Calendly, participants were

also required to fill a form consisting of an initial set of

screening checks in which responses were embedded in the

calendar event. If the screening checks were not matching the

requirements, the experimenter would ask for confirmation

and eventually delete the event. Screening checks consisted of

self-evaluation of the experiment requirements by answering

multiple-choice questions.

The second phase consisted of the intake call, which lasted

no more than 15 min (often just 5 min). Participants were given

the option of preloading the APK on their headset or installing it

during the intake call with the experimenter’s help. Furthermore,

the intake call allowed the experimenter to test the participant’s

internet connection speed and ensure that all networking APK

capabilities were fully supported. This phase also aimed to give

an overview of the experiment and the VR environment without

requiring participants to read the instructions. We provided

them with a direct experience and examples of what sort of

task they would be asked to perform during the collaborative

experiment. After the intake call, each participant received the

initial voucher payment (Vintake = £5) independently of their

choice of booking the next experiment phase (collaborative

phase). Therefore, the dropout cost in terms of time that the

experimenter spent was 15 min, and the cost of participants not

attending this intake call was modeled to be equivalent to the

time the experimenter allocated for the intake call multiplied

by M and equivalent to CD,3 = £2.8. However, all participants

chose to book the next phase. The call participant received

the calendar invitation to the collaborative phase at the end of

the intake.

The last phase was the collaborative experiment. Thanks to

the intake call, which covered instructions and technical tests,

this phase was shorter and, therefore, paid according to the same

rate. No technical issues occurred during the experiment. CNA,3

represents the cost related to a participant not attending the

collaborative phase of protocol 3. We calculated this as the CD,3

plus the Vintake plus the time the experimenter allocated for the

experiment, which added up to 60 min and was equivalent to

£18.8. CC,3 represent the cost related to a participant attending

and completing the experiment and is equal to CNA,3 plus the

V3 = £15 used to compensate a participant completing the

experiment, making CC,3 equal to £31.05.

3. Results

3.1. Number of participants per protocol
and experiment

During experiment 1 we used both p1 and p2. During

experiment 2 we used both p2 and p3. Both external and internal

sources were used across all three protocols. A breakdown is

shown in Table 2.

3.2. Costs per participants

Using our participants’ data, we calculated the dropout

probability, the non-attendance probability, and the completion

probability for each pair protocol (p1, p2, p3) and group

(external, internal). We use these probabilities with the costs

outlined in each protocol section to identify the average cost

for each participant who completed the experiment across our

defined conditions. Results can be seen in Figure 2C.

3.3. Non-attendance

A two-way ANOVA was performed to analyze the effect

of internal/external sources of participants (Section 2.1) and

recruitment procedure on non-attendance. A two-way ANOVA

revealed that there was a statistically significant interaction

between the effects of internal/external sources of participants
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FIGURE 2

(A) Dropout across the di�erent protocols and internal-external groups errors bar represent the 95% confidence intervals (which contains 95%

of the sample), PD,i represents the probability of dropout for protocol i. (B) On the left non-attendance across the di�erent protocols and

internal-external groups, errors bar represent the 95% confidence intervals, PNA,i represents the probability of non-attendance for protocol i. (C)

Shows the cost per participant across the di�erent groups (internal/external) and the di�erent recruitment protocols calculated with the

function 2.2.

TABLE 3 Post-hoc comparisons - protocol * internal/external.

Non-attendance Dropout

Mean dif. SE t ptukey Mean dif. SE t ptukey

p1, ext. p2, ext. −0.048 0.129 −0.372 0.999 0.019 0.138 0.139 1.000

p3, ext. 0.459 0.127 3.616 0.006** −0.378 0.136 −2.784 0.070

p1, int. 0.505 0.135 3.744 0.004** −0.016 0.144 −0.114 1.000

p2, int. 0.494 0.142 3.473 0.010* 0.186 0.152 1.224 0.824

p3, int. 0.466 0.158 2.957 0.045* 0.158 0.168 0.940 0.935

p2, ext. p3, ext. 0.507 0.142 3.577 0.007** −0.397 0.152 −2.620 0.103

p1, int. 0.554 0.149 3.714 0.005** −0.036 0.159 −0.224 1.000

p2, int. 0.542 0.156 3.483 0.010** 0.167 0.166 1.003 0.916

p3, int. 0.514 0.170 3.028 0.037* 0.139 0.181 0.766 0.972

p3, ext. p1, int. 0.046 0.147 0.314 1.000 0.361 0.157 2.301 0.205

p2, int. 0.034 0.154 0.223 1.000 0.564 0.164 3.436 0.011*

p3, int. 0.007 0.168 0.039 1.000 0.536 0.179 2.988 0.041*

p1, int. p2, int. −0.012 0.160 −0.074 1.000 0.202 0.171 1.182 0.844

p3, int. −0.040 0.174 −0.228 1.000 0.175 0.186 0.939 0.935

p2, int. p3, int. −0.028 0.180 −0.155 1.000 −0.028 0.192 −0.145 1.000

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

and the recruitment procedure [F(2,1) = 3.446, p = 0.036], as

well as the main effect of internal/external sources on non-

attendance (p = <0.001). No main effect was found for the

recruitment procedure on non-attendance (p= 0.079). A Tukey

post-hoc test (Table 3) revealed significant pairwise differences

between p1/p2, external and the rest of the conditions. The

analysis shows how for the external group, the third recruitment

protocol has a statistically significant effect in reducing the

number of non-attendance participants (Figure 2B, Table 3).

To perform the ANOVA analysis, we used the JASP statistical

software package (JASP Team, 2022).

3.4. Dropout

A two-way ANOVA was performed to analyze the effect

of internal/external sources of participants and recruitment

procedure on dropout. A two-way ANOVA revealed that there
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was not statistically significant interaction between the effects

of internal/external sources of participants and the recruitment

procedure [F(2,1) = 2.894, p= 0.061]. However a Tukey post-hoc

test (Table 3) revealed significant pairwise differences between

p3 external and p1/p2 internal. The analysis shows how for the

external group the third recruitment protocol has a statistically

significant effect in reducing the number of dropout participants

(Figure 2A, Table 3). Simple main effects analysis showed that

internal/external sources of participants did have a statistically

significant effect on dropout (p = 0.018). A simple main effects

analysis showed that the recruitment procedure did not have a

statistically significant effect on dropout (p= 0.225).

4. Discussion

From the comparison between internal and external

participants, we noticed that a potential participant from the

internal group is less likely to not attend or dropout during

the process. Nevertheless, while internal groups of potential

participants are more reliable internal participants’ pools are

often not big enough to collect the necessary data for the

experiment. Within the academic community of the researchers

involved, there were not enough VR HMDs users; therefore,

external participants were required.

While reaching out to external participants via

advertisement is not complicated, thanks to several platforms

for remote experiment recruitment and social network

channels tailored to VR users, many of these possible external

participants were likely to not attend. Non-attendance increased

the experiment’s cost of time and the experimenter’s frustration.

To reduce the costs of our recruitment process, we changed

our protocol twice to try and reduce the time invested in the

recruitment process.

Protocol 1 required a considerable number of email

messages between participants and experimenters to identify

a matching date and time for the collaborative experiment.

Protocol 2 therefore aimed at reducing the overhead of these

email exchanges by removing the first two emails, the email

sent by a participant that communicates his/her interest in

the experiment and the first email sent by the experimenter

offering a list of available dates for the experiment. Instead, the

experimenter would receive a notification of the intake form

completion, which allowed to save some steps. Nevertheless, the

experimenter still experienced high levels of non-attendance.

The changes from protocol 2 to 3 aimed at reducing

the negative impact of non-attendance. We noticed during

both these protocols (2 and 3) that participants who are

coupled with non-attending participants always chose to

reschedule and always attended. Therefore, we modified

the protocol by introducing an initial inexpensive phase

that did not require negotiating multiple participants’ time

availability and did not require experimenter time to be set

up. This phase would allow potential participants to self-

book a short intake meeting. Results show that with the

third protocol, we shifted non-attendance participants from

the collaborative phase to the intake call. In the intake call,

such non-attendance behavior was less damaging because no

time was invested in negotiating/matching experiment time

and participant availability. Moreover, offsetting part of the

reward/payment at this stage (without increasing the total

compensation) could have created a bond of trust between

participant and experimenter. By looking at the costs for each

recruitment protocol and in relation to each group, we can

see how the protocol changes were most beneficial for the

external recruitment group. Therefore, we recommend the use

of this protocol only when researchers are recruiting external

participants for the remote collaborative experiment. The cost

changes for the internal group were negligible as the impact

of potential participants’ non-attendance and dropout were

minimal for this group.

Ultimately, the changes implemented in protocol 3 had

additional benefits: carrying out technical troubleshooting in

a face-to-face modality rather than via email or during the

collaborative session, potentially wasting the other participant’s

time. Moreover, in the case of troubleshooting mediated by

email, this can potentially be converted into wasted time

if, afterwards, the participant would not attend. Phase 2

of protocol 3 allows not only to identify non-attending

participants early in the process but also to avoid investing

time for technical troubleshooting for participants that may

not attend. A final benefit is that the experimenter can

verify details from the initial screening and evaluate the

environment where the user will perform the experiment, the

internet connection speed, the language proficiency level, etc.

During the online screening, these details are self-reported.

At the same time, participants report them in good faith,

and they might under/overestimate their skills correctly (i.e.,

language proficiency) or make measurement errors (i.e., internet

connection). Double-checking this information at the beginning

of a collaborative experiment may cancel the collaborative

experiment and waste resources instead. If these checks

happen on an initial inexpensive phase, then the damaging

effects of this miss reported information could be mitigated

as well.

4.1. Generalizability of of cost function

In our study, we show how it is possible to apply a

procedure of abstraction of the experiment as a sequence of

not-overlapping stages required from the experimenter and the

participants. Stopping one of such activities results in a loss of

time and money. Such abstraction is a critical aspect of our

analysis: each experiment could be split into a sequence of

activities and visualized as a pipeline. Our method is generic and
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can be applied to different experiments that can be described as

a sequence of stages with some costs.

With this analysis, we compared three different pipelines,

defined in our study as protocols, designing a cost function that

is applied to the stages pipeline. Such cost function takes into

consideration generic parameters important for defining the cost

of each stage (time to complete the activity, cost per participant,

salary of the experimenter). Thus, it represents a common

template for VR collaborative remote study. In addition, this

cost function definition is modular as the final score is the

sum of scores from stages. Thus, it can be modeled easily

according to specific experimenter requirements. For example,

the experimenter can improve the accuracy of the cost function

by considering costs per activity where specific materials to rent,

rooms or personnel are required. Or can add or remove stages

from its protocol. With such a metric, we showed that by adding

one simple control activity at the beginning of the protocols,

we are able to manage issues such as non-attendance in the

collaborative phase and set up technical problems before they

lead to a failure during the experiment stage.

5. Limitations and future works

To our knowledge, this is the first study that model the

cost of remote VR experiments by introducing a mathematical

formalism such as a cost function. This methodology helped

propose a preliminary stage of the experiment workflow to

reduce costs (time and resources). However, our cost function

considered a limited number of variables that can impact the

final cost of an experiment. Other variables such as study

duration, period of the year, and participants’ language may

influence the study, and additional parameters could be present

in the cost function. However, it is possible to inject in

such function additional terms or multiplying factors that

consider the impacts on the cost. Such terms can represent

new independent elements of the process. New factors show

a correlation between terms in the cost function. Another

possible limitation is the accuracy of the cost function for

those stages whose time can be estimated roughly (e.g., email

exchanges) as it depends on uncontrollable factors such as the

daily availability of the experimenter and participant or possible

differences in the time zones. A better formulation could be

achieved with a statistical study that focuses on those specific

stages. An alternative is to create a more complex mathematical

model to improve the accuracy for the element that requires

more accuracy.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we reported three recruiting protocols that

show the evolution from first naive recruitment to a final

protocol with mitigation phases to reduce non-attendance

events in the collaborative stage and limit technical problems

in remote collaborative scenarios. We highlight how different

protocols for recruiting people for a remote collaborative user

study lead to different costs per participant in terms of time

and money. The lesson learned from the recruitment protocols

is that a short pre-experiment one-to-one teleconference allows

experimenters to minimize the cost of last-moment cancellation.

We demonstrate that such a phase offsets the no-show

participant from the collaborative session to the intake call. A

collaborative experimental session requires greater organization

and time allocation than a short one-to-one intake call, so the

overall experiment cost is reduced.

We propose a generalizable/modular cost function that

describes the average cost per participant for a completed

experiment, and we apply it to our user studies across all the

defined protocols. We believe that the research community

could benefit from such a modular approach to model and

estimate the cost of any experimental process. The COVID-

19 pandemic impacted many human activities, including

research that utilized human–centered studies. Running a

remote experiment seems to overcome the impossibility of

gathering participants in running an in-person study within

academic premises. On the other hand, such a solution can

raise multiple issues, especially in the case of collaborative

experiments. We believe that this work will help researchers

avoid wasting time and money due to the failure of an

experiment session as well as quantitatively compare different

recruitment approaches.
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